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ABSTRACT

Query rewriting (QR) is an increasingly important compo-
nent in voice assistant systems to reduce customer friction
caused by errors in a spoken language understanding pipeline.
These errors originate from various sources such as Auto-
matic Speech Recognition (ASR) and Natural Language Un-
derstanding (NLU) modules. In this work, we construct a user
interaction graph from their queries using data mined from a
Markov Chain Model [1], and introduce a self-supervised pre-
training process for learning query embeddings by leveraging
the recent developments in Graph Representation Learning
(GRL). We then fine-tune these embeddings with weak super-
vised data for the query rewriting task, and observe improve-
ment over the neural retrieval baseline system, demonstrating
the effectiveness of the proposed method.

Index Terms— Query rewrite, neural retrieval, contex-
tual embedding, pre-training, user friction, graph representa-
tion learning

1. INTRODUCTION

For advanced voice assistants like Alexa, Google Home and
Siri, Spoken Language Understanding (SLU) systems serve
as a core component as they are responsible for interpreting
semantic meaning of the voice input. The SLU systems usu-
ally consist of two parts: an ASR component to convert voice
signals to text and an NLU component to extract informa-
tion ready to be used in downstream tasks. In a real product,
each of the two components could introduce errors, e.g. ASR
component could misinterpret the audio signal due to back-
ground noise and NLU component system could misconstrue
the semantic meaning due to ambiguity. Such errors could
accumulate and might result in users rephrasing requests or
abandoning their tasks, which we refer to as user friction.
Frequent occurrence of such friction cases results in unsat-
isfactory user experience. Thus, a mechanism to reduce this
friction is central to SLU component in voice assistant.

Motivated by query rewriting models in web search[2, 3,
4, 5, 6], several works have been proposed in SLU system
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Fig. 1. An interaction session of utterances and their NLU
hypotheses.

for friction reduction, including [7, 8, 1, 9, 10]. In our paper,
we define query rewriting (QR) task as a way to replace the
original ASR interpretation of an input utterance spoken by a
user (query) with the most appropriate rewrite within candi-
dates’ library that improves the overall success rate of SLU
system. For example, in Figure 1, given the initial defective
query “play walk by cardi b” and customer’s own rephrases
“play warp by cardi b” and “play wap by cardi b”, the QR
model is expected to learn from customer feedback and pro-
vide a rewrite of “play wap by cardi b” as Cardi B has a song
named “Wap”, and neither “Warp” nor “Walk”.

In order to improve the QR model’s generalization abil-
ity, Chen et al. [10] proposed to pre-train the query embedder
with large scale existing historical sessions data and users’ im-
plicit feedback. Specifically, a neural retrieval model based on
Siamese neural network is adopted and the session data from
customer is truncated as bi-gram segment for pre-training pro-
cess. However, this model can successfully learn to re-write
only if the following request is a correct rephrase of the previ-
ous one. As shown in Figure 1, the model will learn to rewrite
“warp” to “wap”, but would fail to map “walk” to “wap”.

To mitigate this, we extend the bi-gram model to con-
struct an interaction graph of users’ queries in order to lever-
age longer contextual information into the pre-training pro-
cess. We adopt the Markov chain models proposed in [1] and
generate condensed representation to represent customer in-
teraction with SLU system. The pre-training is conducted on
sampled paths from the interaction graph using GCN [11].
The introduction of interaction graph enables us to store the
historical interactions in graph form, where the topological
structure could capture the transitioning in user’s intention
at multi-hop level. The method is flexible enough and can



be extended to incorporate different node and edge features.
Compared with bi-gram models, the GCN collectively ag-
gregates information from graph structure through message
passing from neighboring nodes that are multiple hops away,
which enables the node representations to capture dependen-
cies across user interactions. Once the query embeddings are
learned with this pre-training method, we evaluate their effec-
tiveness on the downstream query rewriting task. Finally, we
provide some discussions of the proposed method.

2. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we first describe the query rewriting task and
the interactions graph. Afterwards, we present our proposed
framework to pre-train the query embeddings with the avail-
able interactions graph. Then we describe the fine-tuning pro-
cedure on QR using the pre-trained embeddings.

2.1. Downstream Query Rewriting Task

In this paper, following [10], the QR problem is formed as an
information retrieval (IR) task. Given a query and millions of
indexed rewrite candidates, the model is required to select the
most relevant candidate as the query’s rewrite. The retrieval
system is designed such that the neural encoder learns to en-
code latent syntactic and semantic information from the given
query specifically for the QR task. In this way, we can com-
pute the fixed size vector representation for the large num-
ber of rewrite candidates offline, which is ideal for large-scale
voice assistant.

2.2. Interactions Graph
Graphs are a ubiquitous data structure, usually represented
with G =< V,E >, where V is the set of vertices or nodes
and E is the set of edges. Here, we use a graph to represent
users’ historic interactions with the voice assistant and subse-
quently learn the query representations that encode structural
information about the graph. Since users’ utterances have a
high degree of semantic and structural variance [1], we map
the utterances to the NLU hypotheses from the NLU system,
which consists of results from domain and intent classifiers
as well as the named entity recognition (NER) model. As
described later, we compute the embeddings of these NLU
hypotheses in pre-training, which we refer to as query em-
beddings. As shown in Figure-2, the nodes of the interac-
tions graph are NLU hypotheses of users’ queries and edges
capture transition probabilities across them. These transition
probabilities are conditional probabilities computed using the
counts of NLU hypotheses pairs across all users, correspond-
ing to pairs of successive utterances within 45 seconds of each
other. The figure shows how the users rephrase or repeat their
queries until the voice assistant gets it right. For example,
“Play fearless” sometimes plays a random fearless video, so
the user rephrases and adds “by Taylor Swift”.

Fig. 2. An interactions sub-graph with nodes as NLU hy-
potheses, and edges with the transition probabilities

2.3. Self supervised Pre-training Query Embedding with
interactions graphs
QR model requires a considerable amount of training data
to train a model with good performance and generalization.
However, annotated QR data is expensive to get. Thus,
pre-training query embedding with existing interactions data
could infuse structural information that captures user transi-
tions into query representations.

Graph representation learning (GRL) aims to encode
nodes as low-dimensional vectors that summarize their graph
position and the structure of their local graph neighborhood.
These embeddings can be viewed as projections in a la-
tent space where geometric relations correspond to interac-
tions (e.g., edges) in the original graph [12]. We investi-
gate pre-training with three GRL methods: Deepwalk[13],
ConvKB[14] and GraphSAGE[15]. We also report results
of Word2Vec [16] as a baseline. For different models, we
use different strategies to include the transition probabilities
in consideration during training. For Word2Vec, we sample
paths from the interactions graph based on the transition prob-
abilities. Each path is treated as a sentence, with individual
queries being treated as words. So, in this case, the transi-
tion probabilities get naturally encoded from the sampling
process.

Deepwalk[13] is a two stage model which first traverses
the graph with random walk, and then uses the SkipGram
Word2Vec[16] model to learn embeddings. Instead of sam-
pling random paths with uniform distribution, we use the tran-
sition probabilities for path sampling. ConvKB[14] is de-
signed for knowledge graph completion(KGC), in which the
edges have its own attributes. The vectorized embedding of
head and tail nodes are fused with a convolutional layer, thus
the scoring function is calculated in a non-linear way. In train-
ing, the loss function is calculated as

L = y · f(zh, zt), (1)

in which y = rht for the linked pairs, y = −rht for the
sampled negative pairs. rht represents the transitioning prob-



ability from head node h to tail node t.
GCN [17] based models are ideal for leveraging the topo-

logical structure of graph, in which node embedding is rep-
resented with an aggregation of neighborhood nodes’ embed-
ding, especially in comparison with ConvKB which only fo-
cus on pairs of linked nodes. However, all the methods de-
scribed so far are inherently transductive, i.e., they can gen-
erate representations only for the nodes present during train-
ing. So, we also explore GraphSAGE[15] , which is an induc-
tive framework that leverages node feature information and
can generate representations for unseen data. This framework
also works better on large scale graphs, as it first samples a
neighborhood within the graph, and is then trained in a GCN
like manner. For GraphSAGE, we use the graph completion
objective function introduced in [15] for training. The loss
function is defined as

L = −rht·log
(
σ(z>h zt)

)
−rht·Etn∼Pn(h) log

(
σ(−z>h ztn)

)
,

(2)
in which zh represents head node mebedding, zt represents
tail node embedding, tn is negative tail node, sampled from
Pn(h) (a negative sampling distribution), rht is the transition-
ing probability from head node h to tail node t.

With the above models, NLU hypotheses’ embeddings are
trained with interactions graph, thus containing information
of transitioning probability of intents of users. The detailed
experimental setups are introduced in Section 3.2.

2.4. Fine-tuning on Query Rewriting Task
The core component of our query rewriting model is an en-
coder architecture referred to as embedder. Given a raw in-
put query u, we first extract the NLU hypotheses with certain
NLU system, and then compute the corresponding pretrained
query embedding z as described in Section 2.3. The features
of raw utterances x, which is another component of query, are
computed with pre-trained BERT[18].

The two vectors are fused with an attention mechanism.
They are first fed into a single-layer MLP to project them into
the same feature space, and then a weighted sum is computed,
further followed by a three-layer MLP to compute the final
embedding:

Emb(u) = linearall(az · linearz(z) + ax · linearx(x)). (3)

The attention weights are calculated using:

az =
exp(linearattz (z))

exp(linearattz (z)) + exp(linearattx(x))
, (4)

and ax is computed in a similar manner.
In order to measure similarity between query u and

rewrite u′, we use cosine distance:

∆(u,u′) = cos(Emb1(u),Emb2(u′)). (5)

We use margin loss as training objective:

L = max(0, α− ∆(u,u′) + ∆(u,u′−)), (6)

in which u′− is the sampled unpaired data of query u. This
loss function would encourage higher similarity score be-
tween paired data, and lower similarity score between un-
paired data.

Another important component of the retrieval system is
the k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) index. All rewrite candi-
dates’ representations are computed offline and added to the
KNN index implemented using FAISS[19]. At retrieval time,
FAISS is used to retrieve the top-k relevant rewrites from the
embedded space, using the cosine similarity given the raw in-
put query.

3. EXPERIMENTS

3.1. Data
We construct two separate data sets. The one used to pre-train
the hypotheses embedding is referred to as the “pre-training
set”, and the other one used to perform the downstream QR
task is called the “QR set”.

For the pre-training set, we extract historical sessions
across all available users in a given time range. We only in-
clude the dialog sessions that ended successfully. Note that
within the same session, there might be some unsuccessful
turns. In the end, we collect over 17 million paths with 650K
unique NLU hypotheses nodes.

For the QR set, the data is generated using an existing
rephrase detection model pipeline. Within a session, we se-
lect query pairs: (u, u′) that have high confidence score from
the rephrase detection model. In each such pair, the second
query u′ is a corrected form of the first unsuccessful query
u. This process gives a fine-tuning dataset (QR set) of 7.8
million rewrite pairs. The QR test-set is sampled from fric-
tion traffic (i.e. likely an error) to specifically measure error
recovery and is particularly challenging.

3.2. Experimental Setup
Pre-training setup To directly evaluate the quality of pre-
trained query embeddings, we try to retrieve the neighbours;
given the head node, retrieve the tail node with highest tran-
sitioning probability among all potential tail nodes. Specifi-
cally, two metrics are reported to evaluate the performance:
Precision@1 (p@1) and normalized discounted cumulative
gain (NDCG). The p@1 measures if the retrieved candidate
is the ground truth tail node, and NDCG is a measurement
of overall ranking quality. We explored performance of sev-
eral GRL methods, including DeepWalk, ConvKB, Graph-
SAGE, and Word2Vec. For GraphSAGE, initial embedding
for each node is required. Thus, we use two types of initial
features: the one trained with ConvKB(referred to as Graph-
SAGE (ConvKB)) and the one that uses encoded BERT rep-
resentations of NLU hypotheses (referred to as GraphSAGE
(BERT)).
QR experiment setup For downstream task of query rewrit-
ing, we compare the retrieved rewrite candidate’s NLU hy-
potheses with the actual NLU hypotheses of the true rewrite



u′ from the pair (u, u′) in the test set. For each query, we
retrieve the top 20 rewrites. We report the metric of Preci-
sion@N (p@n) using the retrieved rewrites’ NLU hypotheses.
Here, the p@n measures if at least one rewrite in the n can-
didates has a NLU hypotheses that matched the ground truth
NLU.

Due to some graph pruning strategies used in [1], the over-
lap between pre-training data and QR data is limited. Thus,
we provide results on the overlapping data to validate our
idea, as well as testing results on full QR dataset. Overlap-
ping dataset refers to the instances in the QR dataset, whose
NLU hypotheses for both query and rewrite exist in the pre-
training graph database. Under this setup, there are 2.9 mil-
lion QR data instances in training, 491k data in testing.

For each setup, we report two sections of results, with
and without fine-tuning on the QR dataset. Our baseline, re-
ferred to as Text2Text, uses only the raw utterance features
from BERT. It does not use the pre-trained embeddings of
NLU hypotheses.

We use batch size of 2048 for all QR experiments, the
index size for retrieval task is 4.5 million. Adam optimizer
is used for training and the embedding space for embedder is
set as 300.

3.3. Experimental Results
As discussed in Section 3.2, we first report the results of pre-
training, followed by results of fine-tuning on both overlap-
ping and full QR dataset.

Pre-training performance: Table 1 shows the retrieval
performance on pre-training dataset. In comparison with
word embedding based Word2Vec model, GRL models per-
form better. Among the GRL models, ConvKB model
achieves the best performance. In terms of using only the
node embeddings for retrieval task with dot product scor-
ing function, GraphSAGE based model performs the best.
Hence, we choose node embeddings trained with ConvKB
and GraphSAGE in downstream QR tasks.

Table 1. Retrieval results on pre-training dataset. The first
three rows are results using models’ original scoring function
(trained convolutional layer for ConvKB). The last three rows
are results using dot product between nodes as scoring func-
tion. Precision and NDCG scores are absolute differences
w.r.t the baseline.

Method P@1 NDCG
Word2Vec 0% (range of 20%) 0 (range of 0.7)
Deepwalk 24.8% 0.106
ConvKB 71.5% 0.245
GraphSAGE (ConvKB) 36.9% 0.183
GraphSAGE (BERT) 32.5% 0.167
ConvKB 14.3% 0.083

Fine-tuning performance on QR overlapping set: Since
the overlap between pre-training data and QR data is lim-
ited (only 30% of fine-tuning QR data has nodes existing in
pre-training data), we first validate our approach on the over-
lapping data, as shown in Table 2. The proposed framework

could achieve large performance gains in comparison with
baseline model: Text2Text. This result confirms the idea that
pre-training the model helps in learning the patterns in user
queries that are transferable to downstream tasks.

Table 2. QR performance on the overlapping dataset. The
first three rows show the results without fine-tuning. The
other rows show the results with fine-tuning on QR dataset.
Precision scores are absolute differences w.r.t the baseline.

Method P@1 P@5 P@10 P@20
ConvKB 4.2 3.7 3.5 3.0
GraphSAGE (ConvKB) 0 0 0 0 (range of 10)
GraphSAGE (BERT) 0.3 0 0.1 0.2
Text2Text 7.6 28.4 34.3 37.6
ConvKB 13.3 32.3 35.9 38.1
GraphSAGE (ConvKB) 11.5 30.8 35.9 38.4
GraphSAGE (BERT) 11.2 30.4 35.3 37.7

Fine-tuning performance on full QR test set: Given that
the idea is validated on the overlapping data, the results on
whole dataset is shown in Table 3. Although for the full test
dataset, the performance gain is not as significant as over-
lapping dataset, the proposed framework could still improve
the precision on testing set. Furthermore, using a larger pre-
training dataset for increasing the overlap with QR test set
seems to be a promising direction for future work.

Table 3. Query Rewriting results on whole dataset. The first
three rows show the results without fine-tuning, other rows
show the results with fine-tuning on QR dataset. Precision
scores are absolute differences w.r.t the baseline.

Method P@1 P@5 P@10 P@20
ConvKB 2.62 2.50 2.55 2.33
GraphSABE (ConvKB) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 (range of 10)
GraphSAGE (BERT) 0.15 0.00 0.04 0.15
Text2Text 11.15 29.06 34.85 38.56
ConvKB 13.42 30.15 35.34 38.23
GraphSAGE (ConvKB) 12.37 29.53 34.69 37.92
GraphSAGE (BERT) 12.76 30.04 35.31 38.56

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This work proposes a neural retrieval based query rewriting
approach to reduce user friction in a spoken language under-
standing system. The proposed QR model leverages graph
representation learning of queries, pre-trained with a large
amount of historical dialog sessions across all users. In com-
parison with the QR model without pre-trained embeddings,
the proposed model shows distinct advantage in performance.

In future, this line of work could be extended to more
downstream tasks like recommendations, where the voice as-
sistant can proactively anticipate users’ intentions and provide
better experiences. Also the framework could be improved by
more sophisticated graph design to incorporate attributes like
success rate of NLU hypotheses, contextual features and de-
mographics of users.
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